To assess Seurat's sensitivity to the number and type of landmark genes composing our spatial reference map, we downsampled the number of landmark genes used as input to Seurat and performed a spatial power analysis. The achievable resolution of spatial mapping (i.e., the number of bins that can be reliably defined) will depend on the number of spatially unique combinations of landmark gene expression. Thus, we reasoned that a smaller number of landmark genes spanning a diverse range of expression patterns would outperform a larger number of landmark genes with overlapping or redundant patterns. For each downsampling, we first selected random sets of 2, 4, 6, or all 9 archetypal groups, then sampled 2-45 landmark genes evenly across the selected archetypes, and used them to construct a reduced spatial reference map. We then repeated Seurat's mapping on each reduced spatial reference map and compared both the resulting cell mappings (as Euclidean centroid distance) and confidences (as overall shift in posterior probability) to those obtained using the full reference map (generated with 46 of the 47 landmark genes that met our variability requirements for inclusion in the archetypal clustering).
We obtained similar mappings from a reduced number of landmark genes, with quality affected by their number and spatial diversity. For example, even with reference maps from certain subsets of only 16 landmark genes, Seurat's cell mappings shifted by less than one bin on average, with this distance dropping to approximately half a bin and beginning to saturate after including 29 landmark genes ( Supplementary Fig. 7a ). However, this result held only if our
Supplementary Figure 2: Removal of EVL cells.
! A single layer of enveloping layer (EVL) cells ubiquitously covers the outside of the embryo, but these cells do not express the same group of genes used to construct our spatial map. Thus, we exclude them from the study. The cells were identified primarily based on their strong loadings for the second principal component, which was defined by canonical markers of the EVL (e.g. krt18, krt4, cldne) . We chose to select a restrictive cutoff to minimize the potential contribution of EVL cells to our dataset. 
!
Seurat probabilistically assigns cells to one or more bins by determining a posterior probability that a cell originated from each of 64 bins in our model. As a measure of how confidently cells were mapped, histograms of the posterior probability of the most likely bin (left) or the sum of the two most likely bins (right) for each cell are displayed. Seurat mapped the majority of cells to one or two bins with high confidence (p>0.9), (24% for a single bin, 59% for two bins, which are typically adjacent).
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!
The predicted spatial pattern was determined from the imputed expression values for the 290 spatially variable genes in the data set (Methods). The clustered matrix has genes as rows, and each of the 64 bins as columns. We used k-means clustering to cluster genes into 9 clusters of 'archetypal' expression patterns, using hierarchical clustering to group the columns for visualization. The averaged expression pattern of all genes in each archetype are displayed to the left. The archetypes are: restricted margin (RM), ventral margin (VM), dorsally enriched margin (DEM), dorsally restricted margin (DRM), extended margin (EM), ventral (V), dorsal animal (DA), ventral animal (VA), animal (A). 62  56  63  64  16  32  24  39  48  40  47  8  23  14  15  7  55  31  22  30  38  60  59  52  53  61  46  54  6  5  13  4  3  11  12  21  20  29  28  36  44  45  37  18  17  9  10  1  2  41  57  49  33  34  25  26  35  19  27  42  43  51  58 To generate the limited subsets, first, 2 (orange), 4 (green), 6 (blue), or 9 (purple) archetypes were randomly chosen, and then 2-45 landmark genes (X axis) were randomly chosen evenly across those archetypes. The cells were then remapped with the reference map based on the landmark subset. (c) Contribution of redundant landmark patterns. We generated a reduced resolution reference map, based on partitioning the embryo into only 3 bins (left: white, blue, and green). We then selected sets of landmark genes with identical expression patterns that defined these bins-4 landmark genes that had the expression pattern of the blue bin, and 4 that had the expression pattern of the blue + green bins. We then mapped cells within these 3 bins using a reference map with the full set of landmarks, or with every possible combination of 1, 2, 3, or 4 of the landmarks from each of the two redundant expression patterns. Shown are the percent of posterior probabilities recovered (Y axis) at each number of markers per bin (X axis), as compared to the full set of landmarks. Inclusion of two landmark genes with redundant patterns provides greater accuracy than inclusion of only one, but additional redundancy provides only diminishing returns. lft1 Katherine Rogers, unpublished data lft2 Katherine Rogers, unpublished data lhx1a (Toyama & Dawid 1997) , Fig. 2A Extract all files from this package to a single directory.
Requirements:
(1) A working installation of R (http://cran.r-project.org/) and RStudio (http://www.rstudio.com/) with R Markdown installed (RStudio will offer to install this for you).
(2) The following packages are required by Seurat (and can be installed from RStudio using the install.packages command): vioplot, reshape2, XLConnect, lars, mixtools, NMF, gplots, reshape, Hmisc, ggplot, ROCR, gdata, and rgl.
(3) For Seurat_AnalyzePopulations_D, a working installation of X11 is required. This is absolutely critical, as an attempt to load the rgl package without X11 installed does not fail gracefully and will crash R. On Macs, we recommend the XQuartz package (http://xquartz.macosforge.org/).
Use:
The R Markdown files reproduce most of the computation analysis described in the manuscript. They are a series of 4 modular files that save their computed output as R objects that are loaded in by the next module. This allows users to experiment with each module without having to run the (computationally intensive) analysis from scratch each time. The files have been knit into PDFs that show the output of running each module. The parts perform the following analyses:
(1) Load in and normalize expression data, identify EVL cells (2) PCA analysis to identify variable and structured genes, building models of gene expression to alleviate technical noise (3) Probabilistic inference of spatial origin : fitting Gaussian mixture models, additional quantitative refinement, and cell projection. (4) Guided dataset analysis. Inference of in silico in situ patterns generated from the projected cells for both known and novel spatial markers, combining unsupervised analyses with Seurat to identify and localize rare populations. ## [1] "ADMP" "APLNRB" "AXIN2" "BAMBIA" "BMP2B" "BMP4" "BMP7A"
## [29] "NDR2" "NOG1" "NOTO" "OSR1" "OTX1A" "OTX1B" "SEBOX"
## [36] "SNAI1A" "SOX3" "SP5L" "SZL" "TA" "TBX16" "TPH1B"
Demonstrate the benefit of imputation #before imputation -MIXL1 and OSR1 should be tightly co-expressed (on the left) par(mfrow=c(1,2)) genePlot(zf,"MIXL1","OSR1",col="black")
#after imputation (on the right) genePlot(zf,"MIXL1","OSR1",use.imputed = TRUE,col="black") file:///Volumes/Data/Dropbox/seurat/Rmd/Seurat_ImputeData_B.html
Save the data so we can move to the next RMD without having to Reload the data save(zf,lasso.genes.use,file="~/seurat/obj/output_B. ## [1] "SOX19A" "CXCR4B" "FRZB" "IRX7" "SHISA2" "ARL4AB"
#refine the mapping with quantitative models that also consider gene covariance zf <-refined.mapping (zf,genes.use) Save the data so we can move to the next RMD without having to Reload the data save(zf,lasso.genes.use,file="~/seurat/obj/output_C.Robj")
